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CONNECTING STUDENTS TO
CAREERS IN MANUFACTURING

MAZAK CORPORATION

STARTLING STATISTICS ON THE SKILLS GAP RECENTLY EMERGED FROM A
STUDY CONDUCTED BY DELOITTE AND THE MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE.
For instance, 82 percent of manufacturing executives believe the skills
gap will impact their ability to meet customer demands, and they
estimate that six out of 10 open production positions will go unfilled.
The study also discovered that only three out of 10 parents would
encourage their kids to choose manufacturing as a career.
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At Shelton Machinery, we see these issues playing out everyday with our customers who are struggling
to find the skilled workers they need. We believe it’s our responsibility to be a good steward for our
community, our customers and our industry by taking a proactive approach to helping fill this gap.
As such, we have partnered with Conexus Indiana, an initiative focused on advancing manufacturing
through workforce development, exploring new market opportunities and building research and supplier
networks. Currently, we are working with two Central Indiana high schools – the McKenzie Center for
Innovation and Technology in Lawrence Township and Fishers High School – as they seek to enhance
their Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) programs.
Honestly, many high school students don’t have any idea what they want to do as a career. Much of what
they know about career options is based on what their parents do for a living, or the careers that have
been highly visible to them in their daily lives – teachers, doctors and law enforcement. Often students
feel pressure to go to a four-year college and incur large amounts of student loan debt without knowing
about the great opportunities for high paying, rewarding careers in manufacturing, many of which can
be attained through technical programs.
By working with these high schools, we believe we can help attract students into this exciting industry.
We want to change the image of manufacturing from the photographs in the history books depicting
workers emerging at the end of a long day from dirty old factories. Instead, we want students to realize
that manufacturing jobs today require highly-skilled employees who work in clean, well-lit facilities
with high-end computerized equipment, earn competitive wages, and often even receive tuition
reimbursement for continuing education and flexible work schedules.
Our goal is to be part of the solution. We hope our efforts will help create a pool of qualified candidates
to fill the thousands of jobs that will open due to growing demand and a retiring workforce.
Best Wishes,

Proud Supporter of the
Children’s Bureau, Inc.

Nick Shelton
VISIT US ON FACEBOOK.
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HORIZONTAL CENTER NEXUS SPOTLIGHT
MITSUBISHI LEARNING CENTER EVENT
CLOUDCNC®

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES
Mazak’s HORIZONTAL CENTER NEXUS (HCN) lineup of horizontal machining centers truly makes anything possible. With outstanding value and
high-performance features, these machines allow manufacturers to tackle any challenge – regardless of workpiece geometry or production volume.
This powerful, diverse series of machines has something for everyone. There are seven different machine sizes with a wide range of pallet sizes from
15.75" to 49.2" and a variety of spindle specifications featuring #40 and #50 taper designs. These machines are designed with quality, reliability,
ease of operation and safety in mind, and provide high-speed, high-horsepower and high-torque metal cutting performance.

n

Highest maximum workpiece diameter, height and weight in its class

n

B allscrew Core Cooling (XYZ) standard to ensure thermal stability
over long machining cycles

n 	Cam-driven automatic tool changer function ensures high-speed

and reliable tool change cycles
n 	Pre-engineered for easy integration into factory automation

including Mazak’s PALLETECH Manufacturing Cell
n 	Tool storage capacities up to 330 tools meet a variety of workpiece

lot sizes and enable continuous machining operations
n 	Available table workpiece variations provide high-speed,

high-accuracy part positioning
n 	Industry's fastest two-pallet changer is standard with rotating

front pallet for ease of setup
n

E rgonomic friendly with large windows, swiveling operation panel,
ease of part and tool loading, and easy access into maintenance areas

n

Easy field installation with touch-probe-ready spindle designs

Contact us to learn more about the HCN
Series or any of the Mazak machining
centers that will best fit your needs.

Product images are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact representation of the products. Mazak reserves the right to change product images and specifications at any time without notice.
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MACHINE TOOL MAINTENANCE

LEARNING CENTER EVENT TO FOCUS ON MITSUBISHI CONTROLS

M AT R I X / F U S I O N M A I N T E N A N C E T R A I N I N G C O U R S E C O N T E N T
CONTROL TYPES

CONTROL HARDWARE & CONNECTIONS

PROCEDURES

Overview of Unit Types

Control Connections

Control Backup through Data I/O

MATRIX versus MATRIX Nexus

Control Layout

Control Backup through

FUSION versus FUSION Nexus

Board Descriptions

Maintenance Tool

Control Unit LED Readouts

Control Reinitializing

Rotary Switch Settings

PLC

DRIVES

MITSUBISHI WEBSITE

General Overview of the Ladders

Review of MDS-DH/C1/CH

Manual Download

Basic Navigation of MATRIX and

Spindle Feedback Types

Parts Catalog

FUSION Ladder Monitor

PLG Checker Software

Equipment Documentation

Backing Up/Loading PLC

Using MDS Manual to Troubleshoot

Repair Status

Drive Problems

MAY 26, 2015

Join us on May 26 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for a MATRIX/FUSION Maintenance Training Course. This course will enhance maintenance
personnel’s basic understanding of the Mitsubishi MATRIX and FUSION CNCs and their drive systems. It combines lecture-style
learning, hands-on practice, and a time for questions and answers. This is a free event and lunch will be provided.

Register Today!
If you are interested in
attending this event, please
RSVP to Nick Shelton at
nshelton@sheltonmachinery.com
or by phone at 317.845.5588.
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CNC ADVANCEMENT

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS FROM BIG RISKS
HUMAN ERROR, ELECTRONIC FAILURES OR NATURAL DISASTERS can cause
data in a machine tool or control to be lost forever. Too often, this results in downtime and
unnecessary expense. Having up-to-date backups can eliminate the need to manually retype
data into your machine and help get your shop quickly back up and running.
An inexpensive way to gain peace of mind, CloudCNC® is a service that offers you a
complete backup of your machines with Mitsubishi controls. When you purchase CloudCNC,
a factory-trained Mitsubishi service engineer will back up all of your pertinent CNC files
and any other documents related to keeping your machine in excellent running condition to
Mitsubishi’s servers. Then, you can securely access your machine’s CloudCNC backup
file at any time and from any place.

To learn more about CloudCNC, contact your Shelton Machinery representative.

E: sales@sheltonmachinery.com
W: www.sheltonmachinery.com
P: 317.845.5588
F: 317.845.5925
9900 North by Northeast Blvd.
Fishers, IN 46037

